
 

 

Royal Xmass 
 
 

Your ticket to a Royal Xmass is here! 

How much luxury can you handle this Christmas? The magical time of the year has come once again 
and we’re ready to escalate this atmosphere to a whole new level and treat our players like roy-
alty. This lucky slot is bringing you the magic right into your homes just in time for the holidays. In this 
Christmas-themed slot machine, you have premium luck on your side with our little helper to score 
some of the biggest wins of the year. This slot is set to reward only the best, draped in exceptional 
and luxurious gold and red to make you feel like absolute royalty.  

This Christmas slot is a real gift, and it has 6-reels 4-rows and 4096 fixed pay ways with the oppor-
tunity to win up to X93750! 

The Wild symbol, which is a Christmas wreath substitutes for all symbols, except for the Bonus and 
appears on reels 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Matching symbols, except scattered symbols, should be on any po-
sition on adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel. Only the longest way through symbols of a 
kind is paid. Every symbol of a kind per reel creates a separate way. Wins on different pay ways are 
added. Bonus symbols also count on any position on the reels.  

3 or more Bonus symbols will trigger Free Games with the wild multipliers feature. Up to 100 Free 
Games might be triggered by the Bonus symbols depending on the number that appears on the reels. 
Bonus symbols are scattered symbols. During the Free Games, the Wild symbols are endowed with 
an additional feature: they turn into multipliers X2, X3, or X5 which are applied when substituting in 
winning combinations and increase the win per combination. If winning combinations include several 
Wild multipliers, all of them are applied. You can increase the win per combination up to 3125 times! 
Free Games are played with the same bets and lines as the initial game and can be won again during 
the feature. The number of Bonus symbols appearing during the Free Game may result in a player 
winning up to 100 additional Free Games. In this case, 2 Bonus symbols will trigger 5 more Free 
Games, and 3 Bonus symbols will trigger 8 Free Games, and so on. 

All prizes are for combinations of a kind. All prizes in the paytable are shown for the currently selected 
bet in money or credits depending on the currently selected mode.  

You can double your winnings up to 10 times during the Classic Risk game! The Bonus Pop feature is 
also available in this game.  

How much of the spirit of Royal Xmass will be in your favor? Test your luck this holiday season!  

 


